Rowan Osteopathic Medicine and the Arts

This club fosters, supports and rejuvenates the spirits of patients, practitioners, and medical students alike. Through the arts, we provide outlets for all to express their creativity, participate in service, and further a strong sense of community.

Activities Include:
- Health Fair Outreach
- Painting Sessions
- Photography Seminars
- Color Wars
- Art Display
- Have any suggestions? Reach out to us!

Officers
President: Nirmiti Borkhetaria  
Vice President: Santhoshi Supriya Kotrike  
Treasurer: Het Patel  
Secretary: Myra Khawar  
Social Media Liaison: Talha Chaudhry

borkhe49@rowan.edu  
kotrik49@rowan.edu  
patelh18@rowan.edu  
khawar24@rowan.edu  
chaudh56@rowan.edu

Keep on the lookout for the General Interest Meeting and 1st /2nd Year Rep Applications!